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Vacuum Attached Guardrail Netting System 

 

System Description:  

L.G. White Safety Corporation's Vacuum Attached Guardrail Netting System is a comprehensive 

fall protection system designed to protect personnel working at height from falling to a lower level, and 

allows as many workers as needed to work freely on the upper surface of the aircraft without attaching to 

lifelines. This passive system allows workers to freely bypass each other, work together without the need to 

connect or disconnect from lifelines, reduces tripping and entanglement hazards, and does not obstruct 

overhead crane operations.  

The system can be setup to cover the main areas of the aircraft including, the forward and rear 

fuselage, leading and trailing edges of the wings, and the tail, or configured to create a portable work area 

enclosure. The system consists of lightweight aluminum stanchion assemblies, and high strength nylon 

netting. L.G. White offers several different stanchion support frame assembly options to allow for different 

configurations depending on the type of aircraft and location of the support on the aircraft. Additionally, 

L.G. White offers a tool and debris stop directly integrated into the fall protection netting to help mitigate 

falling object hazards below the work surface.  

The vacuum equipment is powered simply by attaching to a facility’s compressed air system or a 

portable air compressor. No external electricity or vacuum pumps are required. To install, simply place the 

stanchion support frame on the aircraft, attach positive air supply to the vacuum attachment, attach the 

netting, and adjust to the desired location. The vacuum system is equipped with both a pressure gauge and a 

pneumatic safety alarm to warn if there is vacuum loss in the system. The vacuum attachment feature allows 

the system to be mounted on all styles of aircrafts including large fixed wing and helicopters. L.G. White’s 

Vacuum Attached Guardrail Netting System is a sole sourced item, protected by the United States Patent 

and Trade Office, and may not be reproduced without direct written consent from authorized personnel 

representing L.G. White Safety Corporation. 
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The Vacuum Attached Guardrail Netting System covers the main areas of the aircraft including the forward 

and rear fuselage, leading and trailing edges of the wings, and the tail.  

Netting not shown for clarity 
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Vacuum Attachements: 

 

L.G. White Safety offers two Vacuum Cup Attachment options, including a round and a rectangle 

configuration. This allows the system to better accommodate the topography of the work surface depending 

on where the assembly is being setup on the aircraft. The Vacuum Attachments are only 18 pounds each, 

making them comfortable to carry and the system easy to assemble. 

The system is powered by a positive air pressure source, such as shop air supply, portable air compressor, or 

compressed air storage tank. At 80 psi, each Vacuum Attachment only consumes approximately 0.025 cubic 

feet per minute of compressed air. A full system can be powered by a standard portable air compressor. 

The positive air supply can be monitored by both a pressure gauge, and a pressure switch that will activate 

an alarm if the supply pressure drops below an acceptable level. The system is configured to connected to 

the compressed air supply using standard quick disconnect air couplings, and allows the user to hook the 

vacuum units up in series, eliminating the need to run a separate air supply line from the source to each 

vacuum support unit. Once the positive air supply has been connected to the quick disconnect air coupling 

the vacuum system is automatically activated (turned “On”). The positive air flows through the air coupling 

to a hand operated directional control valve. 

This directional control valve is a 3-way, 3 port, 2 position hand operated valve with a spring return that 

allows the user to select between the vacuum and blow-off functions of the system. Position 1 allows air 

flow between Ports 2 and 3, so the default setting for the device is “On” allowing compressed air to pass 

though the valve. This supplies positive supply air to the venturi vacuum generator causing the device to 

create negative air pressure, and evacuate the air from the system, sealing the vacuum cup to the support 

structure. Position 1 also supplies compressed air to the flow control valve, which supplies air to a 

pneumatic vacuum switch, and an acoustic alarm whistle. Position 2 blocks Port 3 and allows air flow 

between Ports 2 and 1. This activates the blow-off function of the vacuum generator, causing compressed air 

to flow into the vacuum system. The positive air supply quickly eliminates the vacuum, and pressurizes the 

system causing air to flow out of the vacuum port between the support structure and the sealing membrane 

of the vacuum cup. This creates an air cushion under the cup causing it to release from the surface of the 

structure at an accelerated rate, and allows for easy repositioning of the unit on the surface if necessary. 

While the system is in use there are two ways for users to monitor the vacuum level within the system. The 

first is a vacuum gauge which reads the vacuum level, and creates a visual output to allow the users to 
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monitor the vacuum level. The second is an acoustic alarm whistle which automatically warns users of an 

insufficient vacuum level. The whistle is activated by a pneumatic vacuum switch when the vacuum level in 

the system drops below a programmed level. The pneumatic vacuum switch is normally open causing air to 

flow from an air flow control valve, which is used to control the volume and pitch of the pneumatic air 

powered whistle. As the vacuum level in the system increases the valve is pulled closed, shutting off the air 

flow and deactivating the alarm. 

  
 

 

Vacuum Attachment secured to a 26 Gauge / 0.017” piece of steel without any substantial buckling or 

permanent deformation. 
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Vacuum Attachment secured upside down to a piece of Aluminum that is not fastened to a supporting 

structure. There is no substantial buckling or permanent deformation.    
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Aluminum Stanchion Assembly Configurations: 

 

L.G. White Safety offers several stanchion support frame assembly options to allow for different 

configurations depending on the type of aircraft and location of the support on the aircraft. 

 

Configuration for the end of aircraft wing tips and portable work area enclosure. 
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L.G. White Safety’s Rectangle Vacuum Attachment allows multiple stanchion assemblies to attach to one 

Vacuum Attachment.  

 

Stanchion assemblies can be attached to L.G. White Safety’s Rectangle Vacuum Attachment at three 

separate ports. 
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L.G. White Safety offers an optional system access configuration using removable safety chains.  
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Portable Fall Protection System: 

 

 

To view more pictures of the Vacuum Attached Guardrail Netting System click HERE. 

Portable Air Compressor 

http://lgwhite.com/aviation/gallery.php

